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New Audiobook- Hills of Truxton: Stories and Travels of a Turkey Hunter 
 
  

Joyner Outdoor Media Proudly Announces the Audiobook release of  
Hills of Truxton: Stories and Travels of a Turkey Hunter, by Mike Joyner   

 
Cortland, NEW YORK – Joyner Outdoor Media announces the audiobook release of Hills of 
Truxton: Stories and Travels of a Turkey Hunter, by McGraw resident Mike Joyner   
 
A new audiobook version rounds out the offerings of the 2005 release, completing the current 
catalog of his turkey hunting stories in audiobook format. The author is very pleased to provide the 
title in the audiobook format which is a natural extension of the storytelling of the title. The author, 
Mike Joyner recruited the narrating talent of Tim Carper from Lexington, Kentucky as Tim narrated 
the author’s other titles and a great fit for the turkey hunting storybook. 
 
Publisher's Summary - In his first book, acclaimed nature author and outdoorsman Mike Joyner 
began his journey in pursuit of the wild turkey. "Each morning that we awake is a blessing in of 
itself. . .I have found those early spring mornings, sitting in the forests as the sun rises, to be my 
better days." Filled with colorful colloquialisms and enlightening anecdotes, Hills of Truxton: 
Stories & Travels of a Turkey Hunter is as rare as a triple-spurred Gobbler. Author Mike Joyner, a 
veteran hunter, and outdoorsman recounts some of the many stories he has collected over his twelve 
years as a devoted turkey hunter. From tips and techniques to tall tales and turkey calls, Joyner has 
created an easily referenced text that will entertain as much as it educates. Filled with incredible 
photographs and informative maps and charts, Hills of Truxton makes a great gift for intrepid 
hunters and nature lovers alike. 
 
The audiobook is now available on Audible/Amazon  
https://www.amazon.com/Hills-Truxton-Stories-Travels-Turkey/dp/B0BZDVC7ZB 
 
The audiobook is now available on Apple iTunes  
https://books.apple.com/us/audiobook/hills-of-truxton-stories-travels-of-a/id1679445428  
 
All book formats are available on Amazon 
https://www.amazon.com/Hills-Truxton-Stories-Travels-Turkey/dp/1419604120 
 
Joyner can be made available for media requests by emailing: info@joynerourdoormedia.com  
 
For more information on the author visit his personal website: www.mikejoyner.com 
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